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Profile-guided Three-phase Virtual Resource

Management for Energy Efficiency of Data Centers
Zhe Ding, Yu-Chu Tian, Member, IEEE, Maolin Tang, Senior Member, IEEE,

Yuefeng Li, You-Gan Wang and Chunjie Zhou

Abstract—Energy efficiency is a critical issue in the man-
agement of data centers, which form the backbone of cloud
computing. Virtual resource management has a significant impact
on improving the energy efficiency of data centers. Despite the
progress in this area, virtual resource management has been con-
sidered mainly at two separate levels: application assignment and
virtual machine placement. It has not been well investigated in a
unified framework for both levels, limiting further improvement
in the energy efficiency of data centers. To address this issue,
this paper formulates the virtual resource management problem
for energy efficiency as a constrained optimization problem.
Then, the paper simplifies the problem through profile-guided
task classification and problem decomposition for complexity
reduction and improved energy efficiency. After that, a three-
phase framework and algorithms are presented for profiling and
profile updating, task classification and application assignment,
and successive virtual machine placement. Experimental studies
show energy savings of 8% to 12% by the three-phase framework
compared to the existing technique.

Index Terms—Data center, energy efficiency, virtual resource
management, profile, task classification

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern industries have become data-based, demanding big

data techniques and cloud support on a massive scale [1]. This

demand for data leads to a significant demand for electricity

to power the increasing number of data centers. From 2000 to

2005, the amount of energy consumed in data centers soared

by about 115% globally. This energy consumption is 0.97% of

the overall energy consumption worldwide [2]. It is predicted

that by 2020 the energy consumption of data centers will

increase at a scale of 140 billion kWh per year, requiring that

50 additional large power plants be built annually [3]. As a

significant portion of the energy consumption in data centers is
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used to power physical machines (PMs) [4], energy efficiency

has become a critical issue in the management of data centers.

Among many factors, virtual resource management has a

significant impact on the improvement of the energy efficiency

of data centers [5]. This has motivated recent research on

power-aware virtual resource management strategies from var-

ious perspectives. For example, strategies and algorithms have

been developed for energy-efficient resource scheduling [6].

Profiles are built for applications or computing tasks, virtual

machines (VMs), and PMs for more energy-efficient appli-

cation assignment [7]. First fit decreasing (FFD) and other

strategies are employed for VM placement [8].

Despite the progress in improving the energy efficiency of

data centers, virtual resource management remains challeng-

ing. While it has been considered at two separate levels: ap-

plication assignment and VM placement, it has not been well

investigated in a unified framework that considers both levels.

In addition, obtaining a good virtual resource management

plan from a huge search space is time-consuming, demanding

a well-designed heuristic system with reduced complexity.

This paper presents a unified framework for energy-efficient

virtual resource management in data centers. It formulates

the virtual resource management problem as a constrained

optimization problem. Then, it simplifies the problem through

profile-guided task classification and problem decomposition

for complexity reduction and improved energy efficiency. Fur-

thermore, it presents a three-phase framework for profiling and

profile updating, task classification and application assignment

to VMs, and successive VM placement to PMs.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews related

work. Section III formulates the problem as a constrained

optimization problem, and reduces the problem complexity.

This guides our problem solving via a three-phase framework

in Section IV. Simulation studies are conducted in Section V.

Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATIONS

Efforts have been made to develop energy-aware virtual

resource management frameworks. An example is the work

in [9]. In this example, heuristics are used to help optimize the

input of energy-aware algorithms, and then generate a plan for

allocating virtual resources. Quality-of-Service (QoS) perfor-

mance and energy efficiency are addressed in the example. A

similar work is presented in [10] that addresses VM placement

and potential VM migration.

The framework in [9] faces some challenges. The optimiza-

tion in the framework is based on multiple decision variables,
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making the optimization difficult to solve. In addition, the

input in the framework is a series of VMs. However, in real-

world data centers, the input is a stream of tasks as shown in

the logs of a Google data center [11]. The tasks need to be

packed to VMs before VM placement to PMs.

A. Profiling and Profile-based Task Assignment

In general, data centers, such as the Google example [11],

record their running status in data logs. These logs involve

rich information about the PM workload, job submission, task

runtime, and resource requests and actual usage. By analyzing

these logs, comprehensive knowledge can be extracted about

tasks, jobs, and system resources. Collections of such knowl-

edge form various profiles, such as applications, VM profiles,

and PM profiles [12], [7]. Through profiles, the features and

patterns of applications, VMs, and PMs can be captured.

The knowledge from profiles is useful for improving virtual

resource management under various criteria, such as energy

efficiency. For example, some long-running jobs execute con-

tinuously for a long time, or run frequently. They are better

packed into a group of highly energy-efficient VMs separated

from other VMs for short jobs. This knowledge has motivated

profile-based application assignment [12], [7], in which spe-

cific algorithms are developed to achieve energy savings at the

application assignment level.

Different from previous work in [12], [7], our work in this

paper uses the knowledge extracted from profiles across the

application assignment level and the VM placement level. In

particular, tasks are classified into multiple classes for task

assignment to VMs, as well as VM placement to PMs.

B. Task Characteristics and Classification

The concept of task classification has been used in practical

management of data centers. Typical examples are Google [11]

and VMware for improvement of Service Level Agreements

(SLAs). For instance, Google separates its incoming tasks and

jobs into multiple priorities. To guarantee major QoS, tasks or

jobs with higher priority are allocated first before other tasks

or jobs with lower priority. As the main focus here is on QoS

and SLAs, energy efficiency has not been considered in the

deployment of task classification.

The characteristics of tasks and jobs have an impact on

energy-efficient task classification and virtual resource man-

agement. For example, some cloud services, i.e., email and

web services, keep running 24 hours a day 7 days a week

without a pause [13]. Mixing such services with sporadic

tasks and jobs may lead to less energy-efficiency application

assignment. However, stacking up all types of tasks in this

way has been commonly accepted for energy optimization. A

typical strategy for energy-efficient VM placement to PMs is

FFD [14].

A poor VM placement may have to be adjusted at runtime

through VM migration and consolidation. The live migra-

tion of a VM is not only energy consuming [15] but also

challenging [16]. Thus, avoiding VM migrations is important

for energy efficiency and QoS. However, this has not been

directly considered in VM placement through investigations

into the task classification. In comparison, our work in the

present paper considers long-running tasks and jobs before

any other tasks and jobs are processed, leading to improved

energy efficiency and very reduced VM migrations.

C. VM Placement Strategies

The energy optimization problem of VM placement is NP-

hard. It demands a significant computing effort for a solution.

Consider placing 500 VMs to 100 PMs in a small-scale data

center. The total number of combinations is 100500. Assume

10 floating point operations are required for checking each of

these combinations. Then, a total number of 101,001 floating

point operations will be executed for an exhaustive search.

If the computation is conducted on the fastest supercomputer

in the world, Sunway TaihuLight, at its Linpack Performance

(Rmax) of 93, 014.6 Tflops, we will have to wait for more than

3.4×10976 years for an optimal solution! Thus, the exhaustive

search technique is not practically viable for solving the

problem, demanding heuristic strategies.

FFD is commonly used for heuristic VM placement. It

is effective in dealing with general bin-packing problems

like virtual resource management [17]. Recently, an advanced

FFD algorithm was implemented for VM placement [14].

However, the algorithm does not attempt to improve the energy

efficiency issue that our work aims to in the present paper.

Nevertheless, when sorting VMs in terms of energy efficiency,

FFD can be easily adopted for energy-efficient VM placement.

Similar to FFD, best fit decreasing (BFD) is an effective

algorithm in dealing with bin-packing problems. It has been

implemented in VM placement for energy optimization [18].

The implementation is based on a resource utilization ratio

rather than real utilization measures.

A recent development in heuristic VM placement is a greedy

algorithm [8]. It considers energy-efficient VM placement for

multi-tenant data centers. An almost 50% energy savings is

claimed over the original greedy algorithm. However, task

assignment to VMs is not integrated in this algorithm.

Generic algorithm (GA) has also been investigated for virtu-

alized data centers [19]. Searching in a bigger space than FFD

and BFD in every step, GA optimizes the objective function

better than FFD and BFD at a cost of increased execution

time [20]. To improve the computational performance, GA has

been trimmed with much reduced computational demand while

still maintaining a good quality of solution [21]. However,

existing GA has studied energy efficiency at either the VM

placement level or the application assignment level [12]. There

is still a lack of integration of both levels in GA. In addition,

GA executes more slowly than FFD [22], [21]. For a scenario

with thousands of pending tasks or VMs, it is difficult for GA

to complete execution within 5 minutes.

D. Recent Practice and Investigations

Recently, the concept of energy-aware VM management

was introduced in industrial practice. For example, Xen and

VMware implemented subsystems or functions in their hy-

pervisors for VM power control [6]. Xen’s hypervisor allows

switching between P-states (power-performance state) and
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C-states (CPU sleeping states). This is beneficial for the

energy efficiency of object virtualized systems [23]. VMware’s

vSphere (VMware ESXi) supports dynamic voltage and fre-

quency scaling for energy efficiency or other performance

requirements. Moreover, vSphere has a subsystem called

VMware Distributed Power Management (DPM). VMware

DPM has a mechanism to switch off idle servers according

to the current monitoring result.

In spite of the practice by Xen and VMware, global task

assignment (allocation) units are still lacking in general dis-

tributed systems [24], [5]. Thus, resource optimization for

workload or energy efficiency becomes questionable. Mean-

while, a recent survey on task assignment in cloud computing

[25] clearly identified that energy efficiency (power optimiza-

tion) has been a focus of research. However, most of the

current efforts focused on one-layer schemes, rather than a

two-layer framework [12], [7].

Moreover, researchers have also recently examined task

assignment [26], [27], [28], [29], [30]. This includes task

assignment on mobile networks for load balancing [26]. Dy-

namic cloud task assignment is investigated in [27] through a

propagation-based method. Time efficiency [28] and energy

efficiency [29] are also studied for resource management.

Furthermore, an energy-aware industrial-independent task as-

signment framework is developed in [30]. It conducts task

consolidation for energy optimization as a third-party, global

control unit. However, none of the methods mentioned above

consider task assignment (to VMs) and VM placement (to

PMs) simultaneously in a unified framework. As future intelli-

gent energy systems should follow standardization for scalabil-

ity [31], such a unified framework helps achieve standardized

energy control and optimization in different scales of data

centers.

E. Technical Gaps and Motivations

Two major technical gaps are identified. First, although

various algorithms and schemes have been developed at the

application assignment level or VM placement level, there

is a lack of a unified framework that considers both levels

simultaneously for energy-efficient virtual resource manage-

ment. Second, profiles have been used to help improve energy

efficiency at the application assignment level. However, the

characteristics of computing tasks and jobs have not been well

captured and employed for energy-efficiency virtual resource

management. These two major gaps motivate our work in this

paper for energy-efficient virtual resource management.

We do not aim to develop a resource allocation algorithm

at either the application assignment level or the VM place-

ment level. Instead, we present a profile-guided three-phase

framework for unified virtual resource management across

the application assignment and VM placement levels. This is

achieved through task classification and problem reduction,

both of which are driven by the extraction of rich information

from profiles. Any specific resource allocation algorithms,

such as FFD, can used as plugins for task assignment, or VM

placement, or both in the proposed three-phase framework.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND REDUCTION

This section starts with power modeling and energy mod-

elling of PMs, i.e., CPUs. Then, the virtual resource man-

agement problem for energy efficiency is formulated as a

constrained optimization problem. After our formulation, the

problem is reduced through VM and PM perspectives, accord-

ing to our insights into the Google data set. Symbols and

notations used in this paper are listed in Table I.

TABLE I: Symbols and notations.

α a constraint indicating the shape of PCPU

Ej energy consumption of the jth PM
E total power consumption of a data center
i, j indices to indicate the ith VM and jth PM
k index to indicate the kth time interval
Nc the number of combinations in an exhaustive search
nV , nP the numbers of VMs and active PMs, respectively
nT the number of time intervals
nt the number of tasks
nlvm the number of VMs that host long-running (persistent) tasks
nnvm the number of VMs that host normal tasks
nlpm the number of PMs that host long-running VMs
nrpm the number of the rest PMs other than nlpm

ntt the number of tiny tasks
ntvm the number of VMs that host tiny tasks
P power
t time
tlp, tnp the times of the last and next placements, respectively
tpe, tps the end time and start time of a long-running task, respectively
Tm duration between two planned placements
Tp lifetime of a long-running task
u CPU utilization
utt requested computing resource of a tiny task
uvm computing resource allocated to a VM

V, Vi the set of all VMs V =

⋃nV
i=1

Vi, and the ith VM, respectively

A. Problem Formulation

Power Modeling of CPUs. A CPU power model is related

to CPU utilization, which is also known as CPU load [32]. For

virtual resource management in data centers, a CPU power

model aims to characterize the relationship between CPU

utilization and its power consumption. A typical CPU power

model reported in [32] is described as:

PCPU = P (max) − (P (max) − P (min)) · e−α·u, (1)

where u stands for CPU utilization, P (max) is close to the

maximum power when CPU utilization is 100%, P (min) is the

minimum power when CPU utilization is 0%, and constant α

defines the shape of the power model curve.

Energy Modeling of CPUs over Time. Generally, each

PM hosts multiple VMs. However, these multiple VMs often

run in different time slots. Consequently, the workload of

the PM varies over the planned time intervals. To reduce the

complexity of the problem, it is assumed that each VM has

the same workload over time. Eventually, the utilization of a

CPU over any time interval, divided by the start time and the

end time of each VM, is stable. Thus, if the jth PM is divided

into nT time intervals during the lifetimes of the hosted VMs,

the energy consumption Ej of the PM is calculated as:

Ej =
∑nT

k=1 Pjk · tjk, (2)
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where tjk represents the duration of the kth time interval and,

Pjk stands for the instantaneous power of the jth PM in the

time interval. Pjk is calculated from the power model (1).

Total Energy Consumption Model. Considering all PMs

that host VMs, a unified total energy consumption model for

a data center integrates the CPU power model and the CPU

energy model. For a total number of nP active PMs, with Ej

calculated from Eq. (2), the total energy consumption E is:

E =
∑nP

j=1 Ej . (3)

Task Assignment Model. When a task is submitted, it is

packed into a VM, and then the VM is placed in a PM. As

the size of a VM is not arbitrary in a data center, i.e., uv ∈
{uv1, uv2, ..., uvm}, a task with resource requirement utk has

to be assigned to the fittest VM to satisfy:

uvn < utk ≤ uv(n+1), n = 0, 1, ...,m− 1. (4)

Let njk denote the number of VMs placed to the jth PM

during time slot k. Then, VM placement in PMs satisfies:

ujk =
∑njk

i=1 uijk, uijk ∈ {uv1, uv2, ..., uvm}. (5)

Constrained Optimization. Virtual resource management

is responsible for packing computing tasks into VMs (applica-

tion assignment) and placing VMs on PMs (VM placement).

For energy-efficient data centers, it aims to minimize the

energy consumption over a certain period of time subject

to CPU and memory constraints. Therefore, virtual resource

management is formulated as the following constrained opti-

mization problem with respect to the set of virtual machine

set V =
⋃nV

i=1 Vi:































min
V

E =

nP
∑

j=1

nT
∑

k=1

[

P
(max)
j −

P
(max)
j − P

(min)
j

eα·ujk

]

tjk

s.t. ujk =
∑njk

i=1 uijk, uijk ∈ {uv1, uv2, ..., uvm},

0 ≤ u(min) ≤ ∀ujk ≤ u(max) ≤ 100%,

0 ≤ ∀ujk memory ≤ 100%,

(6)

where j = 1, · · · , nP ; k = 1, · · · , nT . Now, we focus on

solving this constrained optimization problem.

B. Insights into Problem Reduction

The optimization in Eq. (6) is a combinatorial optimization,

which is NP-hard. The complexity of the optimization problem

is characterized by the total number, Nc, of all possible

combinations to be examined in an exhaustive search. For a

data center with nP PMs that host nV VMs, we have

Nc = (nP )
(nV ). (7)

If each task is packed into a separate VM, we have nV = nt

and thus, Nc = (nP )
(nt). For a small-scale data center with

Np = 100 and nV = 500, we have Nc = 101,000, implying

that the search space for Eq. (6) is too big. Some simple

heuristic VM placement strategies, e.g., FFD, can give a

solution quickly but sacrifice the quality of solution.

Insights from Google’s Data Set. Our analysis of the

Cluster-usage Traces of a Google data center [11] shows that

jobs or tasks differ in their behaviors and resource require-

ments. Firstly, long-running jobs keep running continuously

for hours or days, while other jobs are executed for only

minutes. To help reduce the search space for Eq. (6), we may

place long-running jobs separately in a few stacks of PMs.

Secondly, among all tasks other than long-running ones, some

require only a small amount of CPU resources, e.g., 0.01%
CPU resources. We call these tasks tiny tasks. Tiny tasks are

too small to be allocated into a single VM. If we pack multiple

tiny tasks into fewer VMs, the number of VMs will be reduced.

A reduced number of VMs helps reduce the search space as

well for Eq. (6). Thus, our problem reduction is from the VM

and PM perspectives.

Problem Reduction from the VM Perspective. If the

whole set of VMs in Eq. (6) is decomposed into several smaller

sets, and these decomposed smaller sets of VMs are placed

independently, the optimization are split into multiple smaller

and independent ones. As the complexity of solving such

bin-packing problems is often not less than O(n log n) [22],

solving multiple smaller problems is easier than solving the

original problem if the results are close to each other. As

a result, the complexity of the optimization in Eq. (6) will

be significantly reduced. This requires the knowledge of the

profiles of the tasks or applications, VMs, and PMs [12], [7].

Our analysis of data center profiles including Google cloud

traces [11] indicates that a significant percentage, e.g., 20%,

of jobs and tasks are persistent and long-running. There are

also a huge number of tiny jobs and tasks that are excuted for

a short period of time. Other jobs and tasks are relatively big

but run for minutes or hours. Thus, we consider classifying

VMs into three groups: npvm VMs for long-running tasks,

nnvm VMs for normal tasks, and ntvm VMs for tiny tasks,

nV = npvm + nnvm + ntvm. Then, Eq. (7) becomes:

Nc = (nP )
(nlvm) · (nP )

(ntvm+nnvm). (8)

With this task classification, if long-running and other VMs are

placed separately, they are decoupled from each other. Thus,

the problem complexity characterized by NC is reduced to

Nc → (nP )
(nlvm) and (nP )

(ntvm+nnvm). (9)

Furthermore, multiple tiny tasks are packed in a single

VM[12], [7]. Thus, the number of VMs hosting tiny tasks

is much small than that hosting tiny tasks, i.e., ntvm < ntt.

Consequently, the total number of VMs is lower than the total

number of tasks; i.e., nV < nt. As a results, the problem size

Nc is also reduced:

Nc < (np)
(nV ) < (np)

(nt). (10)

Thus, the input scale of the problem is reduced significantly.

Problem Reduction from the PM Perspective. As the

VMs for long-running tasks are treated independently, they

are placed on nlpm PMs rather than on nP PMs, nlpm < nP .

Then, the remaining VMs hosting other tasks are placed on

nrpm PMs, where nrpm ≤ nP . Therefore, Eq. (9) is further

reduced to:

Nc → (nlpm)(nlvm) and (nrpm)(ntvm+nnvm). (11)
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This is a significant reduction from the original Eq. (7).

Although the problem is still NP-hard, its search space is

greatly reduced. Therefore, task classification followed by

successive VM placement plays an important role in our

constrained optimization of energy-efficient virtual resource

management of data centers.

IV. A THREE-PHASE FRAMEWORK

Making use of the knowledge of profiles, a three-phase

virtual resource management framework is presented in this

section for energy-efficient virtual resource management of

data centers. The framework is graphically depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: The architecture of our three-phase framework.

Phase 1: Profiling and Profile Update. Profiling is con-

ducted in two stages: profile building and analysis. Building

profiles is a process of recording, extracting, and forming

machine-readable data sets of computing tasks, VMs, and

PMs. Analyzing the resulting data sets means exacting useful

information about constraints and utilization of resources,

as well as the characteristics of the tasks, VMs and PMs.

Although profiling has been discussed previously [7], [12],

the objective and applications of profiles are different in

the present paper. We focus on virtual resource management

through task classification derived from profiles.

Table II shows examples of a job profile and a task profile.

A job may be recorded in multiple measurement periods. A

long-running job is identified if it runs in a large or infinite

number of consecutive periods. For tasks, we observed from

data center logs that for the CPU usage and the CPU request,

the peak CPU Usage is occasionally higher than the CPU

request. This implies that the corresponding task occasionally

consumes more CPU resources than the requested ones.

After the profiles are built, further analysis is conducted to

extract useful information for managing the virtual resources.

Then, the total CPU usage and request, as well as other

information, become known. Thus, a rough estimate of the

required number of PMs for hosting all VMs packed with all

tasks is revealed. For instance, if the CPU request is 300−500
normalized CPU cores, and each PM in the data center has 0.5

TABLE II: Overview of job and task profiles.

Job profile Task Profile

Job ID Job ID
Number of tasks Task serial No.
Start time of the job Start time of the task
End time of the job End time of the task
Task CPU request CPU request, peak CPU usage of this task,

ID of related local PM

normalized CPU cores, then approximately 600 − 1000 PMs

are required for the requested CPU resources.

Phase 2: Task Classification and Assignment. From the

insights developed previously for problem reduction, all tasks

are classified into three classes: long-running, normal, and tiny

tasks. These classes are quantified later in the simulations.

With three separate classes for all tasks, long-running tasks

are packed into VMs that are primarily for long-running tasks.

Then, normal tasks are assigned to VMs that are primarily for

normal tasks. After that, tiny tasks are placed into the VMs

that are used for long-running and normal tasks. If these VMs

are not sufficient for all tiny tasks, new VMs are created to

host all remaining tiny tasks that have not yet been assigned.

Phase 3: Successive VM Placement. For energy-efficient

VM placement, all PMs are sorted in descending order in

terms of energy efficiency. Then, the PMs with higher energy

efficiency are filled up first. This leads to a solution with

satisfactory energy efficiency for virtual resource management.

In the successive VM placement, the first step is to place

all VMs with long-running tasks on PMs. The number of PMs

required to host these VMs is much lower than the PMs to host

all VMs. The corresponding search space is (nppm)(npvm).

The second step is to place the VMs with normal tasks on

PMs successively. Some, but not all, PMs that have already

been assigned VMs with long-running tasks may still have

space to host more VMs. Thus, the search space in this step

is less than (nP )
(nnvm+ntvm).

The third step is to place all remaining VMs with only tiny

tasks on PMs. Then, a plan for virtual resource management

is obtained for implementation.

Algorithm Design. Algorithms are designed for the profile-

guided three-phase framework shown in Fig. 1 for energy-

efficient virtual resource management of data centers. Algo-

rithms 1 and 2 are for phases 2 and 3, respectively.

The first part of Algorithm 1 shown in lines 1 to 7 is

for classification of all tasks or applications. The information

extracted from the task profiles includes lifetimes and CPU

requests of all tasks. If the lifetime of a task is quite long

(line 2), this task is classified into the long-running task class

(line 3). Otherwise, if the CPU request of a task is far below

the smallest VM size (line 4), the task is a tiny task (line 5).

All other remaining tasks are normal tasks (lines 6 to 7).

The second part of Algorithm 1 is application assignment in

lines 8 to 21. It assigns long-running tasks to VMs first (lines

8 to 10). Then, normal tasks are assigned to VMs of proper

sizes (lines 11 to 13). After that, for each of the tiny tasks (line

14), the algorithm tries to assign the task to existing VMs that

are filled with tasks (lines 15 to 17). If no such VM is found

(line 18), this task is assigned to a new VM of proper size
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Algorithm 1: Task classification and assignment.

Input: All tasks (applications).

Output: A plan for application assignment to VMs.

Initialize: an empty long-running task set, an empty

normal task set, and an empty tiny task set; an

empty long-running VM set, an empty normal

VM set, and an empty tiny VM set.

1 foreach task in all given tasks do

2 if Tp ≫ Tm then

3 Append this task to the long-running task set;

4 else if utt ≪ ∀VMcapacity then

5 Append this task to the tiny task set;

6 else

7 Append this task to the normal task set;

8 foreach task in the long-running task set do

9 Assign this task to a VM of proper size;

10 Append this VM to the long-running VM set;

11 foreach task in the normal task set do

12 Assign this task to a VM of proper size;

13 Append this VM to the normal VM set;

14 foreach task in the tiny task set do

15 foreach VM in the long-running, normal, and tiny

VM sets do

16 if uvm + utt < Capacity then

17 Assign this task to this VM; break;

18 else

19 Assign this task to a new VM of proper size;

20 Append this VM to the tiny VM set;

21 return with an application assignment plan;

Algorithm 2: Successive VM placement.

Input: All VMs filled with tasks (applications).

Output: A plan for VM placement on PMs

1 forall Long-running VMs do

2 Place them on PMs via a placement policy, e.g., FFD;

3 forall Normal VMs and Tiny VMs do

4 Place them on PMs via a placement policy, e.g., FFD;

5 foreach PM of all PMs do

6 if this PM is not placed on any VM then

7 Switch off this PM to save energy;

8 return with a VM placement plan;

(line 19), and this new VM is appended to the tiny VM set

(line 20). After all tasks are assigned to VMs, the algorithm

is terminated with an application assignment plan (line 21).

Successive VM placement in Algorithm 2 starts with place-

ment of the VMs packed with long-running tasks (lines 1 and

2). This is followed by placement of the VMs that host normal

and tiny tasks (lines 3 and 4). After all VMs are placed, the

algorithm looks through all PMs (line 5). If a PM is not filled

TABLE III: Settings of data centers, PMs, and VMs.

PART 1: Three scales of data centers

# PMs Large-scale Medium-Scale Small-scale

High-performing PMs 10 6 0
Medium-performing PMs 15 9 2
Low-performing PMs 600 300 150

PART 2: Three types of PMs

High-, medium- and low-performing PMs
For each PM High Medium Low

CPU capacity 1.5 1.0 0.5
# CPUs 48 32 16
Max Power/CPU (Watt) 220 250 280
Min Power/CPU (Watt) 160 160 160
Energy efficiency High Medium Low

PART 3: Six types of VMs

For each VM Huge Large Medium Normal Small Tiny

Normalized CPU capacity 0.45 0.3 0.15 0.10 0.045 0.015

with a VM (line 6), it is marked to switch off to save energy

(line 7). After all PMs are checked, the algorithm is terminated

in line 8 with a VM placement plan.

V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

Our experiments aim to evaluate the effectiveness of the

proposed three-phase framework. The underlying strategy for

application assignment and VM placement uses the popular

FFD. We evaluate the energy consumption savings achieved

with the integration of this three-phase framework. The sim-

ulation results include an application assignment plan and a

VM placement plan, the number of active PMs required to

host all VMs packed with all computing tasks, the total energy

consumption of a data center over the evaluation period, and

the computing times of the virtual resource allocation using

FFD with and without using the proposed framework.

The experiments test small-, medium-, and large-scale data

centers. The Google Cluster-Usage Traces are used to simulate

computing tasks with normalized resources (including CPU)

measurement [11]. The data center records for a month are

huge. For the demonstration in this paper, we sample data

records only for a period of about 24 hours. More specifically,

we sample a record from every 200 records of the Google

Cluster-Usage Traces to form a data set from a large-scale

data center. Similarly, we sample a record from every 400
records to form a data set for a medium-scale data center.

For a small-scale data center, we sample a record from every

1, 000 records to form a data set.

The settings of the three types of data centers equipped

with different types of PMs are summarized in Table III. The

distribution of high-, medium-, and low-performing PMs is

based on the proportion extracted from the Google Cluster-

Usage Traces. For each CPU, the power model in Eq. (1) [32]

is used. It is seen from Part 2 of Table III that a high-

performing PM has high energy efficiency. This information

is used in sorting all PMs in descending order. Moreover, the

VMs in these experiments are configured with a few fixed

types as in commercial Amazon EC2.

From our design, jobs and tasks are classified into long-

running, normal, and tiny ones. For a long-running task, let

Tp, tps, and tpe denote its lifetime, start time, and end time,

respectively. In addition, let Tm denote the time duration, i.e.,
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the measurement period, between two planned placements.

Moreover, use tlp and tnp to denote the times of the last

and next placements, respectively. Then, a long-running task

behaves with

Tm ≪ Tp, tps ≪ tlp, tnp ≪ tpe. (12)

After the long-running tasks are separated, the next focus is

on the separation of the large number of tiny tasks. These tiny

tasks typically have a lifetime of less than a normalized mea-

surement period, a CPU request less than a given threshold,

and a tiny system utilization, e.g., 0.01% normalized CPU. Let

utt be the CPU resource request of such a tiny task, and uvm

be the allocated size of a VM. A tiny task implies that

utt ≪ uvm. (13)

In our design, multiple tiny tasks are packed in a VM, implying

that ntvm ≪ ntt. After long-running and tiny tasks are

separated, the tasks left over are normal tasks. Each normal

or long-running task is assigned to a single VM.

The simulation uses the Google data set as input tasks. It

also integrates the three-phase framework incorporating with

FFD as the underlying VM placement algorithm. The output

of each run of the simulations is a placement plan with

estimated energy consumption. The simulations are conducted

on a desktop computer. The computer is equipped with an Intel

Core 2 Q6700 3.4 GHz CPU and 32 GB DDR4 2666 MHz

RAM. It runs the Windows 10 Professional operating system.

Results for a Small-scale Data Center. The profiling and

task classification results for a small-scale data center are

depicted in Fig. 2. A quantitative analysis of Fig. 2a shows

that the total number of jobs at one time is in the range of 120
to 160 over the observed period. Among these jobs, there are

100 long-running jobs. All tiny tasks are assigned to a few

VMs. By using our three-phase framework with underlying

FFD for VM placement, savings are achieved in the number

of PMs to host all VMs as shown in Fig. 2b. The savings

are in comparison with standard FFD without integration of

the three-phase framework. It reaches 8 at peak time. This

translates into energy savings from 110 kWh to 101 kWh,

implying an 8% drop.

Results for a Medium-scale Data Center. For the medium-

scale data center, there are 200 to 300 jobs at a time over

the observed period. Among these jobs, 100 jobs are long-

running ones, and the others are tiny and normal jobs. Similar

to the small-scale data center scenario above, experiments are

conducted to evaluate the proposed three-phase framework

with underlying FFD for VM placement. Fig. 3 shows the

number of PMs saved from the framework in comparison

with the standard FFD without the use of the framework.

The highest number of PMs that the framework can save at

peak time is recorded as 19. This translates into significant

energy savings. A quantitative analysis reveals a reduction in

energy consumption from 190 kWh to 167 kwh, indicating

12% savings.

Results for a Large-scale Data Center. For the large-

scale data center, there are 350 to 450 jobs at a time over the

observed period. Among these jobs, 100 jobs are long-running

ones. For tiny tasks, Fig. 4a shows how many VMs are created

(a) Long-running job classification (b) The number of saved PMs

Fig. 2: Results for a small-scale data center.

Fig. 3: Medium-scale data center: the number of saved PMs.

(a) VMs hosting tiny tasks (b) The number of saved PMs

Fig. 4: Results for a large-scale data center.

to host the jobs. The three-phase framework is implemented

with FFD as the underlying strategy for task assignment and

VM placement. In comparison with the standard FFD without

using the framework, we achieved significant savings of the

number of PMs for the data center, as shown in Fig. 4b. At

peak time, we use 37 fewer PMs. This leads to a decrease in

the energy consumption from 440 kWh to 386 kWh over the

observed period, i.e., a 12% reduction.

Energy Savings. A quantitative evaluation is carried out for

energy savings for the small-, medium-, and large-scale data

centers under consideration. The energy savings are derived

from the framework embedded with FFD in comparison with

the standard FFD without using the framework. The power

model in Eq. (1) is used to compute the energy consumption.

The comparisons of the total energy savings over the observed

period are summarized in Table IV. The energy savings

achieves 8% for the small-scale data center, and reaches 12%

for medium- and large-scale data centers. According to a
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TABLE IV: Energy savings.

Data center =⇒ Small-scale Medium-scale Large-scale

Standard FFD 110 kWh 190 kWh 440 kWh
The framework with FFD 101 kWh 167 kWh 386 kWh
Energy saving 8% 12% 12%

Fig. 5: Execution time versus the input scale measured in the

number of data records.

Huawei report, a data center with a power usage effectiveness

(PUE) of 2 costs about $15 million annually for energy con-

sumption in servers. This implies that a 12% energy savings

means an annual decrease of about $1.8 million for electricity.

Scalability. The computing times of FFD with integration

of the framework are recorded for small-, medium-, and large-

scale data centers. They are compared with the computing

times of standard FFD without the use of this framework.

The results are shown in Fig. 5. The computing times of the

standard FFD grow linearly with the increase in the input

scale. FFD integrated with this framework also behaves with

a linear increase in the computing time with the increase in

the input scale, indicating good scalability of the proposed

framework. Although FFD integrated with this framework

consumes a little more time to execute than the standard FFD,

the difference in the computing times of these two methods

is small, e.g., 16.6225 sec versus 15.359 sec for 95, 331 input

records of data traces. It is negligible in practical applications.

VI. CONCLUSION

Improving energy efficiency through virtual resource man-

agement was investigated for data centers. It was mathemat-

ically described as a constrained optimization problem. Due

to the significant complexity, the optimization problem was

simplified for reducing the complexity and improving the

energy efficiency. By extracting useful information from the

profiles of the computing tasks, VMs, and PMs, a profile-

guided three-phase framework has been presented with al-

gorithm implementation for a solution to the optimization

problem. This simulation experiments showed energy savings

of 8% to 12% from the proposed framework over the existing

technique for various scales of data centers. This result implies

a significant decrease in operational costs for data centers.
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